WHAT DOES IT TAKE FOR A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT TO BE NSF CERTIFIED?

Do you worry about the contents of the dietary supplements you take? Knowing they have been tested and certified gives you peace of mind. That's why NSF International developed a product certification program.

NSF is an independent and accredited organization with a mission to protect and improve global human health, helping people live safer by testing and certifying consumer products, such as vitamins and supplements.

NSF helped to facilitate the development of the only American National Standard for dietary supplements, NSF/ANSI 173, and has tested and certified products to this standard since 2004.

You can feel confident when you purchase products that bear the NSF Contents Tested & Certified mark!

Because if a dietary supplement is NSF certified, it has gone through a rigorous process, which consists of:


2. The contents are checked to verify that what's ON the label is IN the product.

3. A toxicological review verifies the product formulation and label claims.

4. Testing determines there are no harmful levels of contaminants, such as heavy metals, pesticides and more.

And to make sure products continue to comply, audits and testing are repeated frequently!

So, when you purchase a dietary supplement: look for the NSF Contents Tested & Certified mark on the package... ...to be sure you are taking tested, safer supplements!
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